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Copenhagen



Science ethics



DNL 1S



AIM: To discover nuclear fission and ask oneself “In science, is it because I can that I should?” Useful vocabulary To head: Diriger



Ever-widening : Toujours plus large



To bounce ideas off = To share ideas with



To fork through: Passer à travers



Setting: Mise en scène



To be at stake: Être en jeu



To turn the tables: Inverser les rôles



To stop in one’s tracks: S’arrêter brutalement



To split: Se scinder/se diviser



An undertaking: Une entreprise



A speck of dust : Un grain de poussière



For the sake of: Au nom de



A trickle : Un filet This activity is based on the play “Copenhagen” by Michael Frayn (Bloomsbury editions, 2007). We will first read and discuss several scenes from the play. You will then take on the roles of play writers and actors. CHARACTERS Werner Heisenberg was born in 1901 in Germany. He received his doctorate in physics in 1923, and went to Copenhagen to study quantum mechanics with Niels Bohr in 1924. During the Second World War, he worked for Germany, researching atomic technology and heading their nuclear reactor program. Niels Bohr was born in 1885 in Denmark. Before the war, his contributed to nuclear research. During the war, however, Bohr was living in occupied Denmark and was restricted in his research. He escaped to Sweden in 1943, and then went to America, where he worked in Los Alamos on the atomic bomb until the end of the war. Margrethe Bohr was born in 1890 in Denmark. She was closely involved in her husband's work, who would commonly bounce ideas off of her, trying to explain them in "plain language." PLOT Copenhagen has a non-realistic setting where the characters (Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr and Margrethe, Bohr’s wife) exist in an ‘afterlife’ from which they revisit event in the past, in particular the visit of Heisenberg to Bohr in Copenhagen in September 1941. At some point during the evening, Bohr and Heisenberg decide to go for a walk to talk, but within ten minutes, the two men have returned and Bohr looks furious. In the first extract of the play shown here, the characters discuss what knowledge of fission they had at the time. In the second one, they talk about the argument that took place during that short walk. In the final extract, Heisenberg turns the tables on Bohr.



Part I: Nuclear fission First, let’s watch an extract from the video “DoodleScience: Nuclear fission and fusion”. Extract #1: About nuclear fission Margrethe



What did he say?



Bohr



Nothing. I don’t know. I was too angry to take it in.



Margrethe



Something about fission?



Bohr



What happens in fission? You fire a neutron at a uranium nucleus, it splits, and it releases energy.



Margrethe



A huge amount of energy. Yes?



Bohr



About enough to move a speck of dust. But it also releases two or three more neutrons. Each of which has the chance of splitting another nucleus.



Margrethe



So then those two or three split nuclei each release energy in their turn?



Bohr



And two or three more neutrons.



Heisenberg



You start a trickle of snow sliding as you ski. The trickle becomes a snowball…



Bohr



An ever-widening chain of split nuclei forks through the uranium, doubling and quadrupling in millionths of a second from one generation to the next. First, two splits, then two squared, two cubed, two to the fourth…



Heisenberg



The thunder of the gathering avalanche echoes from all the surrounding mountains…



Bohr



Until eventually, after, let’s say, eighty generations, 280 specks of dust have been moved. It is enough specks of dust to constitute a city and all who live in it.



Work: Based on the video and the text, and using your own words, explain what fission is.



Part II: A physicist’s moral obligation Extract #2: Heisenberg’s dilemma Margrethe



So what was this mysterious thing you said?



Heisenberg



There’s no mystery about it. There never was any mystery. I remember it absolutely clearly, because my life was at stake, and I chose my words very carefully. I simply asked if, as a physicist, one had the moral right to work on the practical exploitation of atomic energy. Yes?



Bohr



I don’t recall.



Heisenberg



You don’t recall, no, because you immediately became alarmed. You stopped dead in your tracks.



Bohr



I was horrified.



Heisenberg



Horrified. Good, you remember that. You stood there gazing at me, horrified.



Bohr



Because the implication was obvious. That you were working on it.



Heisenberg



And you jumped to the conclusion that I was trying to provide Hitler with nuclear weapons.



Bohr



And you were!



Heisenberg



No! A reactor! That’s what we were trying to build! A machine to produce power! To generate electricity, to drive ships!



Bohr



You didn’t say anything about a reactor.



Heisenberg



I didn’t say anything about anything! Not in so many words. I couldn’t! I had no idea how much could be overheard. How much you’d repeat to others.



Bohr



But then I asked you if you actually thought that uranium fission could be used for the construction of weapons.



[…] Heisenberg



If we could build a reactor we could build bombs. That’s what brought me to Copenhagen. But none of this I could say. And at this point you stopped listening. The bomb had already gone off inside your head. I realized we were heading back toward the house. Our walk was over. Our one chance to talk had gone forever.



Extract #3: Bohr’s choice Note: The Manhattan Project was a research and development undertaking in Los Alamos (US) during World War II that produced the first nuclear weapons. It was led by the United States with the support of the United Kingdom and Canada. The scientific team leading the feasibility study included top atomic researchers such as Albert Einstein, Robert Oppenheimer or Niels Bohr.



Bohr



But, my dear Heisenberg, there’s nothing I can tell you. I have no idea whether there’s an Allied nuclear program.



Heisenberg



It’s just getting under way even as you and I are talking. And maybe I’m choosing something worse even than defeat. Because the bomb they’re building is to be used on us. On the evening of Hiroshima, Oppenheimer said it was his one regret: that they hadn’t produced the bomb in time to use on Germany.



Bohr



He tormented himself afterwards.



Heisenberg



Afterwards, yes. But at least we tormented ourselves a little beforehand. Did a single one of them stop to think, even for one brief moment, about what they were doing? […] Did Einstein, when he wrote to Roosevelt in 1939 and urged him to finance research on the bomb? Did you, when you escaped from Copenhagen two years later, and went to Los Alamos?



Bohr



My dear, good Heisenberg, we weren’t supplying the bomb to Hitler!



Heisenberg



You weren’t dropping it on Hitler, either. You were dropping it on anyone who was in reach. On old men and women in the street, on mother and their children. And if you’d produced it in time, they would have been my fellow countrymen. My wife. My children.



[…] Bohr



You know why Allied scientists worked on the bomb.



Heisenberg



Of course. Fear.



Bohr



The same fear that was consuming you. Because they were afraid that you were working on it.



Heisenberg



But, Bohr, you could have told them!



Bohr



Told them what?



Heisenberg



What I told you in 1941! That the choice is in our hands! In mine – In Oppenheimer’s!



Bohr



That’s what you want from me? Not to tell you what the Americans are doing but to stop them?



Heisenberg



To tell them that we can stop it together.



Homework: Based on the extracts we just studied, you will write, by groups of two or three, a 5 to 7 minutes long scene, that you will play in front of the class during next lesson (big bonus if you actually learn your lines and really play!). The subject from your scene must be chosen from le list below. Scene A: [placed after extract #2] Bohr tries to convince Heisenberg that he should stop research altogether. Heisenberg want to continue working on it, for the sake of science. Scene B: [placed after extract #2] Heisenberg was actually going to tell Bohr that both German and Allies might contact the two of them about the possibility of building a bomb, and he asks Bohr what they both should do. Scene C: [placed after extract #3] In 1945, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Heisenberg contacts Bohr, who was in Los Alamos working on the Manhattan project, to talk about the reversal of situation.
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Useful vocabulary To legislate = To create laws



Minute quantities = Very small quantities



To prevail = To dominate



To outweigh = To be more important than



Policymaker = Person who makes laws



To tinker = To twiddle = To play with



Scholars= Intellectuals



To sift among = To filter



Solely - Uniquement



Ghastly = Horrible; Awful



In “Copenhagen”, we began thinking about ethics in sciences. Other examples of scientific discoveries can lead to the same questioning: “Because I can, should I?” We will now debate the following point: Sciences should always go forward, whatever the consequences Using the examples in the documents below, or any other examples you can think of, prepare arguments for both points of view presented below: 



Scientists should go forward with discoveries; it is society’s responsibility to discuss the ethical consequences and to legislate.







Scientists have a social responsibility to determine the consequences of their discoveries before going forward.



Before the debate, you will be randomly assigned a point of view, which you will have to defend. Document 1: Extract from “The Ethical Challenges of Socially Responsible Science”; Resnick & Eliott, US National library of medicine, 2016 Several decades ago, the opinion that prevailed held that the primary duty of the investigator is to conduct research, and that policymakers, scholars, and the public should deal with the consequences of new knowledge. The main idea behind this viewpoint was the belief that science is objective: it deals with facts, not ethical values. The objectivity of science has traditionally been understood in two different ways: 1) science is true or solely based on facts 2) scientific judgments and decisions are based on evidence and reasoning, not on moral, political, or other values. But numerous people have argued that scientists have a responsibility to address the social implications of their research. History contains some striking examples of scientists who demonstrated a strong commitment to social responsibility. In 1939, Albert Einstein wrote a letter to President Roosevelt informing him about Germany’s intent to develop atomic bombs from enriched uranium. Einstein advised Roosevelt to allocate more funds to develop an atomic bomb to counter the threat from Germany. Though Einstein was a lifelong pacifist, he could not ignore the threat to world peace posed by the Nazi regime. After the war, Einstein and other physicists advocated using atomic energy only for peaceful purposes In another example, in 1962, wildlife biologist Rachel Carson published a book that warned scientists and the public about the dangers posed by overuse of pesticides such as dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT). Carson’s book helped to launch the modern environmental movement and led to new pesticide regulations Social responsibility is an essential part of the responsible conduct of research that presents difficult ethical questions for scientists. Recognizing one’s social responsibilities as a scientist is an important first step toward exercising social responsibility, but it is only the beginning. Scientists who exercise social responsibility often face ethical dilemmas concerning their obligations to society.



Document 2: The ethics of phasing out DDT; ABC Science article, 1999 Policymakers are gathering at the UN Environment Program headquarters to negotiate an international treaty to regulate Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs). One such POP is the pesticide DDT which has been used to control mosquitoes that spread malaria. Environment groups are calling for DDT to be banned by 2007 due to concerns about its persistence and ability to accumulate in fish, wildlife and people. "Metabolites [of DDT] have shown up in every breast milk sample that has been tested, including from such distant places as the Arctic, Mexico and South Africa. In addition some recent studies show reduced milk production by mothers carrying a high level of DDT, endangering the health of babies," a representative said in a statement. However, in another group, scientists have signed an open letter defending the use of DDT to fight malaria. "It would be unethical to ban DDT unless poor countries are given effective alternatives to it first," they said in a statement. The group states that "only minute quantities of DDT are used on the inside walls of huts where people live; no outdoor. "Used in this way, the amount of DDT needed to spray just a single cotton plantation can be sufficient to treat all the vulnerable huts in a small country." The open letter states "The relevant question isn't whether DDT can pose health risks, but whether these risks outweigh the tremendous public health benefits of DDT for malarial control." Document 3: Extract from “The Guardian view on genetics: engineer, but with ethics”; Guardian editorial, June 19, 2016 The association of technology and imagination is what drives science forward, sometimes at astonishing speed. This has been especially true of biology since the structure of DNA was elucidated by Crick and Watson in 1953. The discovery of the chemical basis of life meant that it could be manipulated directly, by chemistry, rather than slowly and indirectly by selective breeding. We now have access to tools of astonishing power and precision for the editing of DNA. At the same time we are able to manufacture the substance through pure chemistry. It’s possible to glimpse a future in which DNA engineering becomes something as relatively simple as software engineering, and its products become as easy to use. Easy to use is not at all the same as safe. We have refined our nuclear engineering to the point where unimaginable destruction could be released at the press of a single button. Genetic engineering is not as spectacular, but it might have military applications almost as devastating – even if it were never used directly on humans. The results of a malicious or a simply flawed experiment could devastate food supplies, weaken disease resistance or increase the virulence of existing diseases. Entire ecosystems could be destroyed by thoughtless tinkering. None of this is an argument for trying to stuff the genie back into the bottle. Even if that were possible, which it is not, the new techniques of genetic engineering offer the prospect of great benefits if they are used responsibly. We already sift among embryos liable to terrible genetic flaws to ensure that only healthy ones are implanted in IVF [In Vitro Fertilization] procedure. If a technique were developed that enabled some of nature’s more ghastly mistakes to be corrected at a later stage, it would be hard to argue against its deployment. The great problem would come if the technology of synthetic DNA ever reached the point where we could specify the precise genome we wanted. That would make “designer babies” real in all the ways that present methods can’t. The urgent need then would be to improve human nature to give us the wisdom and the foresight we will need. Unfortunately, there is no prospect that these virtues could be implanted by gene-twiddling.
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